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Fred Bear (March 5, 1902 - April 27, 1988) was an American bow hunter, bow manufacturer, author,

and television host. He was born in the town of Waynesboro, Pennsylvania. Although he did start

bow hunting until he was 29 and did not master the skill for many years, he is widely regarded as a

pioneer in the bow-hunting community. Bear was a world traveler, film producer, and the founder of

Bear Archery, an outdoor company that still exists. He died in Gainesville, Florida, and is in the

Bowhunters Hall of Fame.
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If you can find the original edition of this book, you'll have a useful reference to traditional archery

technique as it was in Fred's days. This volume, however, is a mostly slapdash assortment of

articles by Sam Fadala that concentrates on compound bows circa the 1970s. You'll find statements

like "compound bows have made recurves obsolete." I suppose that's true if you're only thinking in

terms of power and efficiency of harvesting game- but in that case, it's equally true that guns made

bows obsolete.Skip this book. If you're looking for a good reference on traditional recurve and

longbow shooting, I recommend Byron Feruson's "Become the Arrow: The Art of Modern Barebow

Shooting," The Beginner's Guide to Traditional Archery" by Brian Sorrels, and what I think is the

best book ever written on bare bow shooting, "Instinctive Shooting: A Step-by-Step Guide to Better

Bowhunting," by G. Fred Asbell.

I read this book from cover to cover at age 13 my father has had a copy since way before I was



born. Fred Bear was responsible for many of the advances in bowhunting and archery we see

today. Anyone who reads this book whether a beginner or an advanced archer will learn something

from Bear's years of experience. There are many exploits in the book which tell of his adventures.

Fred Bear is one of the few men I know of who traveled the world, hunted and killed every type of

animal,even a bull elephant with a recurve bow. This books sound practices and tips will help every

archer improve even if you hunt or just enjoy shooting targets.

Great knowledge in this book any and all troubleshooting tips from if your arrow was shooting like

this for your groups look like then this is what's wrong and So I changed what was Thats said wrong

and it improve my accuracy so much a must read for new and intermediate archers

This is my second copy of this book, I made the mistake of loaning someone my first copy! Anyone

considering taking up archery, whether for target of hunting should consider reading this book.

Written by Fred Bear, a legendary Archer and proponent of the sport, it is clear and easy to

understand!

This was a very good book on basic and advanced archery.Reading this as a beginner allowed me

to start off right and lets me know all the good habits that I need to be a good archer.I've read it a

few times and refer to it every few weeks to make sure I'm not slipping in to target panic.

Product was exactly as advertised. And as for the content, who really knew archery like Fred Bear. I

am very satisfied with this purchase. Thanks for the prompt delivery and the great read!

I bought this for my husband. He's an experienced archer, but he was amazed at how much better

he got, basically instantly, from tips in this book.

Most archer's know who Fred Bear is, especially if they ae more into the traditional art of archery.

The book has a reasonable price and would make a great gift.
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